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Abstract As global temperatures rise, regional differences in evaporation (E) and precipitation (P) are likely
to become more disparate, causing the drier E-dominated regions of the tropics to become drier and the
wetter P-dominated regions to become wetter. Models suggest that such intensification of the water cycle
should already be taking place; however, quantitatively verifying these changes is complicated by inherent
difficulties in measuring E and P with sufficient spatial coverage and resolution. This paper presents a new
metric for tracking changes in regional moisture imbalances (e.g., E-P) by defining δDq—the isotope ratio
normalized to a reference water vapor concentration of 4 mmol mol�1—and evaluates its efficacy using both
remote sensing retrievals and climate model simulations in the tropics. By normalizing the isotope ratio with
respect to water vapor concentration, δDq isolates the portion of isotopic variability most closely associated
with shifts between E- and P-dominated regimes. Composite differences in δDq between cold and warm
phases of El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) verify that δDq effectively tracks changes in the hydrological
cycle when large-scale convective reorganization takes place. Simulated δDq also demonstrates sensitivity to
shorter-term variability in E-P at most tropical locations. Since the isotopic signal of E-P in free tropospheric
water vapor transfers to the isotope ratios of precipitation, multidecadal observations of both water vapor
and precipitation isotope ratios should provide key evidence of changes in regional moisture imbalances
now and in the future.

1. Introduction

Although there is a near-global balance in evaporation (E) and precipitation (P), there are regional differences
that shape moisture transport globally. Moisture divergence balances these regional differences, so long as
changes in moisture storage are negligible:

E � P ¼ ∇�Q½ �; (1)

where the term on the right-hand side is the vertical integral of themoisture flux divergence—withQ defined
as Vq—and is henceforth denoted [DIV] (Figure 1). Equation (1) illustrates why the subtropics, where E > P,
export moisture to the equator and midlatitudes. As Earth warms, it is predicted that these regional moisture
differences will become larger [e.g., Held and Soden, 2006].

In line with these predictions, remote sensing analyses suggest that precipitation has intensified in convective
regions in the tropics [Li et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011]; however, estimates of P intensification depend strongly
on both the data product and time period considered [John et al., 2009]. Moreover, most studies ignore the
smaller but possibly significant role that changes in evaporation play in determining the strength of netmoisture
export on a regional scale. In an effort to examine how spatial patterns of E-P are changing, Durack et al. [2012]
used sea surface salinity records to investigate whether wet regions of the oceans are becoming fresher while
dry regions are becoming more saline. Their analysis suggests that on average, regional moisture imbalances
are intensifying at twice the rate predicted by thermodynamic models—a clear indication that no consensus
exists on just how quickly the water cycle is responding to climate. An independent metric that can monitor
imbalances between E and P and identify regional variations in net moisture export is therefore desirable.

This study evaluates the ability of the isotope ratio D/H (or 2H/1H) in water vapor to track shifting E-P—
represented by variations in [DIV] (equation (1))—in the tropics. The investigation is motivated by the
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fact that hydrogen isotope ratios are powerful tracers of water cycle processes due to their sensitivity to
water phase changes. Because of their lower saturation vapor pressure, heavier isotopes (e.g., D or 2H)
preferentially condense and rain out, while lighter isotopes (e.g., 1H) preferentially evaporate [Dansgaard,
1964]. Air masses recently moistened by evaporating surface waters are thus typically characterized by
higher isotope ratios than air masses that have recently experienced condensation and precipitation
[Dansgaard, 1964; Gat, 1996; Noone, 2012; Brown et al., 2013].

More important, however, is the fact that for a given humidity, the isotopic composition of an air mass
depends on the process by which it is moistened or dehydrated. Figure 2 illustrates this point by showing
the dependence of the isotope ratio (R = D/1H) on water vapor volume mixing ratio (q) for two irreversible
processes, which span the majority of water isotopic observations globally [Worden et al., 2007; Lee et al.,
2011; Noone, 2012]. Note that here and throughout the paper, isotope ratios are expressed in delta notation:
δD = (R/RVSMOW � 1) × 1000, where RVSMOW is the isotope ratio of Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water. The
solid red line in Figure 2 shows the isotopic variation of an air mass experiencing moisture loss through pre-
cipitation. Since the precipitation process is assumed to be 100% efficient, the isotopic evolution of the air
mass is described by a Rayleigh distillation model [Dansgaard, 1964]:

R ¼ R0 q=q0ð Þα�1; (2)

where 0 represents a reference level (e.g., the lifting condensation level), and α is a temperature-dependent
fractionation factor defined by the ratio of saturation vapor pressures for the H2O and HDO isotopologues.
The solid blue line, in contrast, shows the isotopic variation of the same air mass were it to become diluted
through mixing with the dry free troposphere.

Figure 1. Mean patterns of (a) E-P and (b) [DIV] derived from daily mean estimates of these variables from the ERA-Interim reanalysis for the period September 2004
to December 2011.

Figure 2. (a) Hypothetical variations in the isotope ratio (δD) as a function of the water vapor volume mixing ratio (q). The
open square labeled “1” (δD = �100‰, q = 22 mmol mol�1 and T = 290 K at the lifting condensation level) shows the
departure point for two processes: Rayleigh distillation of an air mass (solid red line) andmixing between that air parcel and
a hypothetical free tropospheric air mass with δD =�400‰ and q = 1.4 mmol mol�1 (solid blue line). The dashed red line
represents a Rayleigh distillation process for an air mass hypothetically originating from a region of warmer SST (open
square “2,” δD =�90‰ and q = 23mmol mol�1 at a lifting condensation level defined by T = 290 K). The δD, q, and T values
of these reference air masses are based on representative values observed by Bailey et al. [2015] near Hawaii, U.S. (b) A
schematic representation of Rayleigh (i.e., precipitation) and mixing processes in tropical environments and their rela-
tionship with vertically integrated moisture flux divergence ([DIV]).
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Together, these Rayleigh (red) and mixing (blue) curves approximate the hydrological cycle. In deep convec-
tive regions of the tropics, precipitation exceeds evaporation and dehydrates the atmosphere (solid red line),
requiring that a net import, or convergence, of moisture take place (equation (1)). Air masses detrained from
deep convective regions then subside until they are entrained into cloud-topped boundary layers in the sub-
tropics and remoistened through mixing (solid blue line). The combined large-scale subsidence and mean
tendency for E to exceed P in the subtropics result in a net export, or divergence, of moisture (equation (1)).
What Figure 2 thus demonstrates is that variations in the isotope ratio around a fixed water vapor concentra-
tion (q) should distinguish E- and P-dominated environments.

Previous studies provide additional evidence that this should indeed be the case. Lee et al. [2007], for exam-
ple, argued that both water vapor and precipitation will become enriched in heavy isotopes as (E� P)/P—and
the relative contribution of local (versus imported) moisture to precipitation—increases. They found that this
relationship explained climatological patterns in an isotopically enabled version of the Community
Atmosphere Model version 2 (CAM2) and in precipitation observations collected throughout the tropics.
Moore et al. [2014] found a similar relationship in idealized cloud-resolving simulations of tropical deep con-
vection. These studies improve upon the more traditional and probably oversimplistic view that variations in
P alone are what drive isotopic variability in the tropics [Dansgaard, 1964]—an assumption made by numer-
ous paleoclimate analyses based on isotopic proxies recovered from tree rings, plant waxes, stalagmites, and
sediment cores [e.g., Cruz et al., 2005; Tierney et al., 2008; Niedermeyer et al., 2010; Sano et al., 2012]. However,
the ability of water vapor isotope ratios to track shifting regional moisture imbalances has yet to be evaluated
systematically. This study leverages a record of isotopic retrievals from remote sensing that is nearly a decade
long to investigate this relationship and to determine whether water vapor isotope ratios provide an inde-
pendent assessment of hydrological changes on a near-global scale.

The study begins by defining δDq, the hydrogen isotope ratio with respect to a fixed water vapor volumemix-
ing ratio (q) of 4 mmol mol�1. The first part of the analysis then evaluates tropical (30°S–30°N) spatial correla-
tions between composite differences in δDq—derived from NASA’s satellite-borne Tropospheric Emission
Spectrometer (TES)—and composite differences in E, P, and [DIV] from reanalysis. Composite differences
are calculated for cold and warm phases of ENSO (El Niño–Southern Oscillation), which provides a natural test
bed for evaluating isotopic responses to shifting regional moisture imbalances. Simulated δDq from the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)’s isotope-enabled Community Atmosphere Model version
5 (iCAM5) is examined in a corollary analysis to provide insight where satellite coverage is sparse. While the
analysis shows that convective reorganization during ENSO drives large and significant spatial variations in
both P and [DIV], it is the latter that appears most strongly correlated with δDq.

The second part of the analysis investigates whether variations in δDq with ENSO are indeed a response to—
and not simply a correlate of—the changes in [DIV] observed. Two sensitivity tests are carried out. In the first
test, composite differences in δDq are constructed for periods of low and high [DIV], which are defined over
the entire analysis period: September 2004 to December 2011. In the second test, the simulated δDq compo-
site differences are reanalyzed holding precipitation approximately fixed. The results suggest that δDq traces
variability in E-P—and not just P—regardless of the strength or phase of ENSO. Since the δDq signature in
water vapor is transferred to condensate and rain, it is thus expected that long-term measurements of iso-
tope ratios in both water vapor and precipitation should provide an important signal of changes in the atmo-
spheric hydrological cycle with climate variations.

2. Methods
2.1. Defining δDq From Remote Sensing and Climate Model Simulations

As illustrated in Figure 2, variations in the isotope ratio around a fixed water vapor concentration distinguish
E- and P-dominated regimes. To isolate this isotopic variability, we define δDq as the isotope ratio of hydrogen
at a water vapor volumemixing ratio (q) of 4 mmol mol�1. Although atmospheric q is seldom 4mmolmol�1, it
is nevertheless a useful reference humidity since satellite-borne instrumentation is particularly sensitive to iso-
topic differences between Rayleigh- andmixing-like states at this humidity level [Bailey, 2014]. Furthermore, in
many locations, 4 mmol mol�1 falls within a broad swath of the lower-to-middle free troposphere that
explains much of the variance in total column water—a strong predictor of deep convective development
and precipitation [Holloway and Neelin, 2009]. Nevertheless, the exact value of 4 mmol mol�1 is arbitrary.
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For this study, observationally based estimates of δDq are derived from jointly retrieved HDO and H2O volume
mixing ratio (i.e., q) profiles from NASA’s Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) Lite version 6 data set
[TES Science Team, 2013]. Model-based estimates are derived from daily mean vertical profiles of HDO and
H2O simulated by the isotopically enabled version of NCAR’s Community Atmosphere Model version 5
(iCAM5, hereafter simply denoted “CAM”) [Nusbaumer et al., 2017]. The model outputs come from a free-
running CAM simulation forced by observed sea surface temperatures (SSTs) over the years 1995–2014, with
a horizontal resolution of 1.9°N × 2.5°E. Although Nusbaumer et al. [2017] used the full TES averaging kernel to
validate the model’s performance, the present study does not adjust the CAM output in this manner. Nor
does it filter the CAM daily output by cloud fraction. While these decisions may limit comparability between
the CAM and TES isotopic information presented, they facilitate identification of isotopic variations that may
be masked due to the limited vertical resolution and spatiotemporal coverage of the remote
sensing observations.

TES is an infrared spectrometer that flies aboard the Aura spacecraft as part of NASA’s A-Train satellite con-
stellation. The analysis uses retrievals from the nadir-viewing mode, which has a horizontal footprint of
5.3 km × 8.3 km. TES Lite products, which are available online from NASA’s Atmospheric Science Data
Center (https://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/) [TES Science Team, 2013], come corrected for known isotopic biases,
which are discussed in Worden et al. [2011, 2012]. HDO and H2O volume mixing ratios are provided for 17
pressure levels; however, the degrees of freedom associated with the HDO profile are typically close to 1.
While data coverage spans September 2004 to the present, spatiotemporal coverage becomes very sparse
in the later years. As a result, the analysis focuses on the September 2004 to December 2011 period, which
includes the years with greatest global coverage, as well as two El Niño winters (2006–2007 and 2009–
2010) and two La Niña winters (2007–2008 and 2010–2011).

Two filters are applied when selecting TES HDO profiles to ensure high quality data. First, only profiles with at
least 0.5 degrees of freedom in HDO are selected to ensure that the final retrieval is not excessively biased by
a priori assumptions about the true atmospheric state [e.g., Worden et al., 2007; Noone, 2012; Brown et al.,
2013]. Second, because the sensitivity of the retrieval to the true atmospheric state diminishes while simul-
taneously shifting upward as cloudiness increases [Lee et al., 2011], only those retrievals with an average
cloud optical depth (COD) less than 3.6 are used. Lee et al. [2011] showed that the shape and magnitude of
the averaging kernel are comparable for retrievals in clear sky (e.g., COD less than 0.2) and non–precipitating-
cloud conditions (e.g., COD greater than 0.2 and less than 3.6). Nevertheless, stricter cloud filters are tested
and discussed as part of the supporting information. Importantly, isotope ratios measured under nonprecipi-
tating conditions still reveal information about precipitation processes occurring close in space and/or time
[Gat, 1996; Worden et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2008; Noone, 2012]. This is due to the fact that barring atmo-
spheric mixing, to first order the isotopic composition of an air mass is set by condensation processes that
occurred at the point of last saturation [Hurley et al., 2012].

Before the isotope ratio at q = 4 mmol mol�1 is predicted, the TES HDO and H2O profiles from each 24 h per-
iod are averaged to a 3° × 3° grid matching the gridded product from the ECMWF (European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) ERA-Interim reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011]. Similarly, the daily mean simu-
lated profiles from CAM are interpolated to the ERA grid using nearest neighbor weighting. The quantity
δDq is estimated by regressing the vertical profile of the HDO volume mixing ratio against the vertical profile
of the H2O volume mixing ratio and predicting the HDO concentration at 4 mmol mol�1. Unlike the actual
isotope ratio, the HDO volume mixing ratio varies approximately linearly with the H2O volume mixing ratio,
allowing a simple linear regression to suffice for this purpose. The HDO concentration is subsequently con-
verted to an isotope ratio and expressed in delta notation. To eliminate a small number of outliers whose
values lie outside the expected range of lower and midtropospheric hydrogen isotope ratios in the Pacific
[e.g., Worden et al., 2011; Bailey et al., 2013], the top and bottom percentile of TES δDq are excluded from
the analysis. These outliers are the result of poor regression fits between the HDO and H2O volume mixing
ratio profiles.

Although δDq bears resemblance to the metric ΔδD used by Samuels-Crow et al. [2014]—where ΔδD defines
the difference between the isotope ratio estimated from satellite and the isotope ratio predicted from a
Rayleigh distillation (equation (2))—δDq does not require one to make assumptions about the environment
near cloud base. Similarities between these metrics are discussed in the supporting information.
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2.2. Characterizing Shifts in Regional Moisture Imbalances Associated With ENSO

Variations in the spatial organization of convection caused by ENSO provide a natural test bed for investigat-
ing the sensitivity of δDq to shifting regional moisture imbalances in E and P. For the purposes of this study, a
composite warm phase (El Niño) is defined using themonths September to February (SONDJF) from the years
2006–2007 and 2009–2010 and a composite cold phase (La Niña) is defined using the months SONDJF from
the years 2007–2008 and 2010–2011. Differences between these two composites form the basis of the first
part of the analysis. Shifts in the organization of convection between ENSO cold and warm phases are iden-
tified by evaluating composite differences in daily mean NOAA Interpolated OLR (Outgoing Longwave
Radiation, provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their Web site at http://
www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/) [Liebmann and Smith, 1996]; daily mean cloud top pressure from TES, filtered and
regridded the same as the HDO profiles; daily mean cloud top pressure from the MODIS (Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) version 5 level 3 Aqua data set (available from https://ladsweb.nas-
com.nasa.gov/); and MODIS joint histograms of cloud optical depth and cloud top pressure. OLR anomalies
are commonly used as a qualitative metric for describing the spatial reorganization of convection during
ENSO [e.g., Gill and Rasmusson, 1983; Rasmusson and Wallace, 1983; Lee et al., 2015], even though no single
threshold unambiguously distinguishes anomalies in convective activity [Waliser et al., 1993].

The effects of convective reorganization on regional moisture imbalances are demonstrated using composite
differences in daily mean E, P, and [DIV] from ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011] and CAM, whose output is inter-
polated to the ERA 3° × 3° grid. Daily mean E and P from ERA are estimated by summing ECMWF’s 12 h fore-
cast accumulations of evaporation and precipitation, respectively, starting from the 0000 and 1200 UTC time
steps. Daily mean [DIV]—which is assumed to represent E-P (equation (1), and see supporting information)—
is estimated by averaging the instantaneous vertical integral of divergence of moisture flux from the 0000,
0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC time steps. In comparison, daily mean [DIV] from CAM is estimated for each grid
using finite differences in spherical geometry:

DIV½ � ¼ uq½ �λþ � uq½ �λ�
2 Δx� cosφð Þ þ vq½ �φþ � vq½ �φ�

2 Δyð Þ : (3)

The first term differences the vertically integrated zonal moisture flux ([uq]) between the grid point to the east
and the grid point to the west of the point of interest, while the second term differences the vertically inte-
grated meridional moisture flux ([vq]) between the grid point to the north and the grid point to the south of
the point of interest. Both terms are normalized by the distances over which the differences are calculated.
The variables φ and λ are the latitude and longitude in radians, respectively, of the ERA 3° × 3° grid points,
and Δx and Δy represent the lengths (m) of the two sides of a grid box at the equator.

2.3. Evaluating Isotopic Changes With Variations in E-P

To evaluate the sensitivity of water vapor isotope ratios to variations in regional moisture imbalances, the first
part of the analysis examines spatial correlations between ENSO composite differences in daily mean δDq and
ENSO composite differences in P, E, and [DIV]. Composite differences in daily mean δDz—which is here
defined as the δD average for the 800–500-hPa layer of the atmosphere [cf. Worden et al., 2007; Brown
et al., 2008; Berkelhammer et al., 2012]—and the δDs of total column condensate and precipitation in CAM
are also examined. While the daily mean δDz at each grid point is calculated as a mass-weighted average,
the composite differences for both TES and CAM are derived from arithmetic temporal means. The δD of total
column condensate is estimated for each grid point by vertically integrating the HDO and H2O concentra-
tions of liquid condensate and ice in CAM and weighting by the depth of each model pressure level.

The second part of the analysis performs a sensitivity test in which the strength of the spatial correlation
between δDq and [DIV] is evaluated over all months, irrespective of the strength or phase of ENSO. Its purpose
is twofold: first, to assess whether variations in δDq are indeed a response to shifting regional moisture imbal-
ances between ENSO’s cold and warm phases, and not simply a correlate, and, second, to examine more
robustly the extent to which δDq responds not just to P but to shifts in the balance between E and P. To
accomplish these objectives, composite differences in observed and simulated δDq are first calculated for
periods of low and high [DIV], irrespective of the strength or phase of ENSO. So-called “low” and “high” per-
iods are defined by the lower and upper [DIV] quartiles, respectively. The quartiles are computed from the
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daily mean reanalysis and CAM output for the entire analysis period—September 2004 to December 2011—
and for each grid point, to help normalize differences between regions characterized by strongmoisture con-
vergence (e.g., the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), Figure 1b) and regions characterized by strong
moisture divergence (e.g., the subtropics, Figure 1b). Second, the composite differences in simulated δDq

for periods of low and high [DIV] are further evaluated for the following narrow precipitation bins:
0–1 mm day�1, 1–2.5 mm day�1, 2.5–5 mm day�1, and 5+ mm day�1. It is expected that these low–high
differences should capture variability in moisture transport on the time scales on which mesoscale features
that induce convective activity exist. While the steady state assumptions of equation (1) may not be fully
satisfied on these shorter time scales, the spatial dependence of δDq on [DIV] is sufficiently similar to the spa-
tial dependence of δDq on E-P (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.88) that only the former relationship is dis-
cussed in detail in the main text. Readers may refer to the supporting information for additional figures
showing composite differences of δDq for periods of low and high E-P.

2.4. Evaluating Significance Across Spatial Fields

Significant differences between cold and warm phases of ENSO and between low and high periods of [DIV]
are evaluated at each grid point using a Welch two-sample t test. However, to limit false discoveries, the
difference at a single location is only considered significant if its p value and all p values of equal or lesser
value meet the criterion pi ≤ (i/N)α, where i is the rank of the p value, N is the total number of finite-value local
tests, and α is the significance level, which is set at 0.1 following the recommendation of Wilks [2016]. This
choice of αmost closely approximates a global significance level of 0.05. Significant differences in the reana-
lysis andmodel simulations that are detected by this method are represented in the figures with stippling. No
stippling is shown for the satellite data due to the fact that limited temporal coverage results in few signifi-
cant grid points. Differences are instead evaluated by averaging the TES results over much larger
15° × 25° areas.

3. Results
3.1. Large-Scale Convective Reorganization With ENSO

Between cold (La Niña) and warm (El Niño) phases of ENSO, the hydrological cycle reorganizes significantly,
providing an ideal test bed for evaluating isotopic changes in water vapor in response to shifting regional
moisture imbalances. Figure 3 shows the composite differences in OLR and cloud top pressure associated
with the two La Niña and two El Niño events considered in this analysis. Although each individual phase of
ENSO is unique, these composite differences reflect canonical patterns of convective reorganization [e.g.,
Trenberth and Caron, 2000]. For instance, during the La Niñas, changes in outgoing longwave radiation (OLR;
Figure 3a) reflect a strengthening of convection in the Indo-Pacific Warm Pool (e.g., box 1, Figure 3), in sub-
tropical regions east of Australia and near Hawaii (e.g., box 4, Figure 3), and, to a lesser degree, in the far east-
ern Pacific off the coasts of Ecuador and Peru (e.g., box 5, Figure 3). In comparison, during the El Niños,
convective activity shifts toward the central Pacific (boxes 2 and 3, Figure 3) and strengthens eastward along
the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ).

Composite differences in MODIS cloud top pressure confirm that decreases in OLR are linked to increases in
cloud top height, associated with a deepening of convection (Figure 3b). The TES retrievals discern similar
large-scale changes in cloud top pressure (Figure 3c), even though they are filtered for periods of low-
fractional cloud cover. This finding suggests that despite neglecting cloudy scenes, the TES retrievals are suf-
ficiently characteristic of the convective environments that define each ENSO phase.

Histograms of MODIS cloud top pressure versus cloud optical depth for liquid condensate (Figure 3e) provide
a more detailed picture of the changes in cloudiness with height over the five boxed regions shown in
Figures 3a–3d. While west of the dateline strengthening convective activity results in an increase in high
clouds (boxes 1 and 2), east of the dateline it is midlevel clouds that increase (e.g., box 5); hence, reductions
in OLR are not as great. Importantly, the pattern of these convective changes does not follow sea surface tem-
perature (SST) changes exactly (Figure 3d), highlighting the importance of dynamical processes in altering
moisture transport during El Niño and La Niña.

According to both reanalysis and CAM, changes in precipitation (ERA, Figure 4a; CAM, Figure 5a) broadly
follow changes in convective activity and cloud top height as expected. Changes in vertically integrated
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moisture flux convergence (the negative equivalent of the vertically integrated moisture flux divergence;
ERA, Figure 4b; CAM, Figure 5b) are similar in pattern since the loss of atmospheric moisture through
precipitation outpaces the increase in evaporative flux (ERA, Figure 4c; CAM, Figure 5c). In essence,
transport must maintain the total column moisture necessary to sustain the observed increases in P in the
absence of substantive changes in local E. Nevertheless, in some regions it is the changes in E that
significantly alter the column-average hydrologic balance. In the east Pacific, for example, where changes in
P are minimal (box 5, ERA, Figure 4a; CAM, Figure 5a), clear decreases in [DIV] are observed (ERA, Figure 4b;
CAM, Figure 5b), consistent with a shift in E-P (ERA, Figure 4d; CAM, Figure 5d). Strong correlations
(Pearson’s r > 0.97) between the ENSO composite difference patterns of [DIV] (Figures 4b and 5b) and
E-P (Figures 4d and 5d) support the interpretation that moisture transport balances local inequalities in
E and P (equation (1)). A similar spatial pattern of isotopic changes would be expected if the water
vapor isotope ratio is indeed a robust metric of E-P.

3.2. Isotopic Variations With Large-Scale Convective Reorganization

To evaluate the sensitivity of the water vapor isotope ratio to variations in E-P, composite differences in δDq

with ENSO are examined using both TES observations and CAM output.

Figure 3. Changes in convective organization with ENSO. Composite differences in (a) NOAA OLR, (b) MODIS cloud top pressure, (c) TES cloud top pressure, and
(d) ERA sea surface temperature (SST) for cold minus warm phases of ENSO. Stippling indicates significant differences. NOAA OLR and MODIS cloud top pressure
are plotted on their native 2.5° × 2.5° and 1° × 1° grids, respectively; however, stippling in Figure 3b has been reduced to a 3° × 3° grid for clarity. (e) Composite
differences in the MODIS joint histograms of cloud top pressure and cloud optical depth with ENSO are also shown for liquid cloud for the five boxed regions
labeled in Figure 3a. Histograms for ice are qualitatively similar and thus not shown. The five boxed regions are each 15° × 25° in area, and their southwestern
corners are defined by the following coordinates: (1) 20°S, 100°E; (2) 7.5°S, 140°E; (3) 7.5°S, 170°E; (4) 12.5°N, 192.5°E; and (5) 12.5°S, 245°E.
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As illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b, changes in δDq closely follow the changes in convective reorganization
with ENSO. This is particularly evident in CAM, where decreases in δDq align with a deepening of convection
(Figure 3a), an increase in P (Figure 5a), and a decrease in [DIV] (Figure 5b). A similar though noisier pattern is
recognizable in the satellite observations, with the exception of the region marked by box 3. There the TES
retrievals suggest that the δDq response is variable even though CAM shows the expected positive correlation
between δDq and [DIV]. Interestingly, both TES and CAM identify decreases in δDq in the east Pacific (box 5,
Figure 7) where [DIV] decreases but P changes little—a finding that supports the hypothesis that δDq is more
sensitive to shifting regional moisture imbalances than to changes in P alone.

Revisiting Figure 2 allows us to interpret the information provided by the changes in δDq with ENSO. The
more δDq decreases, the less hyperbolic and more logarithmic the relationship between the water vapor iso-
tope ratio and volume mixing ratio presumably becomes. This shift from a more hyperbolic (e.g., “mixing”
line) to a more logarithmic (e.g., “Rayleigh” line) curve in Figure 2 is consistent with a transition from a shallow

Figure 4. Changes in hydrologic balance with ENSO. Composite differences in (a) ERA precipitation, (b) ERA [DIV], (c) ERA evaporation, and (d) ERA E-P for cold minus
warm phases of ENSO. Stippling indicates significant differences. The five boxed regions are the same as those shown in Figure 3 and discussed in the text.

Figure 5. The same as Figure 4 but for CAM output.
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convective environment, in which a temperature inversion separates the boundary layer and free tropo-
sphere, to a deeper convective environment, in which the atmosphere is closer in structure to a pseudoadia-
bat. The variations in δDq with ENSO are thus not only correlated with but also theoretically consistent with
the reorganization in convective activity observed.

In contrast, composite differences in the 800–500 hPa layer mean isotope ratio (e.g., δDz, Figures 6c and
6d)—which is a much more traditional metric used for evaluating TES retrievals of water vapor isotope
ratios [cf. Worden et al., 2007; Brown et al., 2008; Berkelhammer et al., 2012]—are much less consistent with
the patterns of convective reorganization. During La Niña, δDz, like δDq, decreases in the Indo-Pacific
Warm Pool (e.g., box 1), albeit in a much less spatially coherent manner. However, δDz also decreases over
a large area of the central Pacific (e.g., box 3)—the location of greatest convective activity during the ENSO
warm phase. Meanwhile, the simulations suggest that δDz increases in the northern Pacific subtropics
(e.g., box 4, Figure 6d), where [DIV] and δDq decrease. These comparisons highlight the unique capability

Figure 6. Changes in water vapor isotope ratios with ENSO. Composite differences in (a) TES δDq, (b) CAM δDq, (c) TES 800–500 hPa layer mean δD (δDz), and (d) CAM
δDz for cold minus warm phases of ENSO. Stippling in Figures 6b and 6d indicates significant differences. The five boxed regions are the same as those shown in
Figure 3 and discussed in the text.

Figure 7. Mean normalized differences in δDq (black), δDz (gray), [DIV] (blue), and�P (red) between cold and warm phases
of ENSO for the five boxed regions in Figures 3–6. (a) Isotopic values from TES and estimates of [DIV] and�P from ERA and
(b) model-derived variables from CAM. Vertical lines represent 95% confidence intervals. Therefore, those points whose
whiskers do not span zero are considered statistically significant. Due to the large spatial correlation between variations in
[DIV] and E-P with ENSO, only [DIV] is shown.
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of δDq to isolate the isotopic sig-
nal associated with shifts between
E- and P-dominated environments.

Nevertheless, an important concern
with the δDq estimates from satellite
is that very few of the individual grid
points in the composite difference
patterns are statistically significant
(Figure 6a). This is largely an effect
of small sample sizes: the median n,
or days of observational coverage
for a single 3° × 3° grid box during

each ENSO phase, is 34. To identify significant isotopic differences between ENSO phases, it is thus necessary
to boost the TES sample size by averaging over larger geographic areas.

Figure 7 presents the differences in mean conditions between cold and warm phases of ENSO averaged over
the five boxed regions shown in Figures 3 and 6. Three important results emerge. First, TES δDq always
changes in the same direction as [DIV], and these changes are significant in all regions but box 3. Changes
in δDz, in contrast, are not always of the same sign, supporting the idea that δDz is not a reliable tracer of
E-P like δDq. Second, the observations are consistent with the CAM output, which shows significant changes
in δDq across all five regions. Third, δDq changes significantly with [DIV] even when there is no significant
regional change in P (e.g., box 5)—another indication that δDq responds to the balance between E and P
and not just to P alone.

Moreover, even though composite differences in δDqmay be insignificant at most grid points, the spatial cor-
relation of these differences with [DIV] is highly significant. As reported in Table 1, a simple linear regression
explains 43.7% of the variance in the δDq composite difference pattern and suggests that a 1 mm day�1

increase in [DIV] causes a 6.73 ± 0.20‰ change in δDq. To exclude outliers, the model is fit only to those grid
points where the differences in δDq, [DIV], E, and P do not exceed a distance 1.5 times the interquartile range
beyond their respective upper and lower quartile values (Figure 8). Both the estimated slope of the line and
the regression itself are highly significant (p ≪.001). Regressing the change in δDq on both E and P using the
same truncated data set (n = 1527, compared to 1702 tropical oceanic grid points with finite [DIV] values)
explains a similar amount of variance. In contrast, while regressing the change in δDq on the change in P pro-
duces both a significant slope and a significant fit, the variance explained is lower and the mean square error
larger. Thus, even though changes in evaporation with ENSO are small, they appear to play a significant role

in altering regional moisture im-
balances and shaping the isotopic
composition of free tropospheric
water vapor.

3.3. Evaluating the Sensitivity of
δDq to E-P

While section 3.2 provides strong evi-
dence that changes in δDq are highly
correlated with shifting regional
moisture imbalances associated with
ENSO, it remains to be shown
whether the changes in [DIV]—our
proxy for E-P—are indeed the cause
of the variations in δDq. If so, one
might reasonably assume that δDq

should covary with [DIV] irrespective
of the strength or phase of ENSO, as
well as while P remains essentially

Table 1. Coefficients, r2 Values, Mean Square Error (MSE), and F Statistics
for Three Linear Regression Models Predicting the Change in CAM δDq
With ENSO (ΔδDq)

a

Model b1 b2 r2 MSE F

b1Δ[DIV] 6.73 (0.20) --- 0.44 81 1184
b1ΔP �7.14 (0.24) --- 0.37 91 883
b1ΔP + b2ΔE �6.55 (0.23) 7.28 (0.46) 0.45 79 635

aΔ[DIV] is the change in CAM vertically integrated moisture flux diver-
gence with ENSO, ΔP is the change in CAM precipitation with ENSO, and
ΔE is the change in CAM evaporation with ENSO. All coefficients (b1, b2)
and F statistics are characterized by p < 0.05. The standard error asso-
ciated with each coefficient estimate is shown in parentheses.

Figure 8. Regression of the CAM δDq composite difference pattern of
Figure 6b (ΔδDq) on the CAM [DIV] composite difference pattern shown in
Figure 5b (Δ[DIV]). The regression tests the spatial dependence of changes in
δDq on changes in [DIV] between cold and warm phases of ENSO. Grid
points included in the regression model (red line) are shown in black and
described in the text. Model statistics are reported in Table 1.
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constant. To test these suppositions, composite differences in δDq are computed for periods of low and high
[DIV] at each grid point for the entire September 2004 to December 2011 period and for periods when P falls
within the following narrow precipitation bins: 0–1 mm day�1, 1–2.5 mm day�1, 2.5–5 mm day�1, and 5+
mm day�1 (section 2.3 provides a complete description of the methods). Equivalent composite differences
for periods of low and high E-P are provided for reference in the supporting information to show that the
steady state assumption of equation (1) is still reasonable despite the fact that binning accentuates higher
frequency variability in moisture fluxes and moisture flux divergence.

Starting with the composite differences in δDq for periods of low and high [DIV], Figure 9a suggests that CAM
δDq decreases at most grid points as [DIV] decreases, regardless of the strength or phase of ENSO. More than
96% of tropical oceanic grid points exhibit a negative change in δDq, and 97.7% of these are significant. While
the magnitude of the change is quite small in the subtropical stratocumulus regions and along the equatorial
convergence zones, modeled [DIV] also varies little on average in these regions. Only the eastern Pacific is
characterized by largely insignificant changes.

Differences in TES δDq (Figure 9b), in comparison, show much weaker sensitivity to variations in [DIV] and are
largely insignificant, likely reflecting both limited temporal coverage and instrumental and retrieval uncer-
tainties in the remotely sensed data product. One key consideration, for example, is that because TES retrie-
vals near raining clouds are excluded from the analysis, the low [DIV] composite is probably composed of
observations taken in low-fractional cloud cover pockets in which [DIV] likely differs from the grid-averaged
conditions. This becomes more critical a concern when assessing shorter-term variations in convective
activity as compared to long-duration changes associated with ENSO. Nevertheless, similar to CAM, TES
δDq decreases as [DIV] decreases in most tropical oceanic regions except the eastern Pacific. There the TES
composite difference shows a noticeable increase in δDq, which suggests that other factors may influence
the isotopic variability of this region on shorter time scales.

Figure 10 shows the CAM δDq composite differences recalculated for low and high [DIV] when P also falls
within narrow prescribed ranges. Scatterplots (not shown) confirm that binning the model output in this
manner eliminates the co-dependence of [DIV] and P, except for the highest precipitation bin (e.g., 5+
mm day�1). However, it also greatly reduces the sample sizes for certain statistical comparisons. For example,
in the subtropical stratocumulus regions, where [DIV] is strongly positive (Figure 1b), P is almost always low.
Therefore, few days are simulated in which P > 1 mm day�1. Similarly, along the Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ), where [DIV] is strongly negative (Figure 1b), P is seldom less than 1 mm day�1. Consequently,
one would not expect to see significant differences in δDq in these regions for all precipitation bins. These
concerns notwithstanding, Figure 10 clearly reveals that at the vast majority of grid points, δDq decreases sig-
nificantly when [DIV] also decreases, even while P is relatively constant. This finding confirms that δDq traces
the column-average hydrologic balance and not just P alone. The exception to this pattern is—once again—
the equatorial eastern Pacific, where a number of significant changes in δDq are anticorrelated with [DIV]
(Figures 10a–10c), indicating that additional controls must be considered on the shorter time scales on which
mesoscale features that induce convective activity exist.

Figure 9. Composite differences in (a) CAM and (b) TES δDq for periods of low and high [DIV], irrespective of the phase or strength of ENSO. Stippling in Figure 9a
indicates significant differences. As described in section 2, low and high periods are defined at a particular grid point by days in which CAM (Figure 9a) or ERA
(Figure 9b) [DIV] is in the bottom or top quartile of its distribution for the full September 2004 to December 2011 analysis period. Equivalent composite
differences in δDq for periods of low and high E-P are provided in the supporting information. Note that the scale for the TES composite difference is half the scale
of the CAM composite difference.
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4. Discussion

This study develops a new metric—δDq—to track shifting regional moisture imbalances between E and P,
represented by changes in [DIV] (equation (1)). The analysis shows that over the tropical oceanic region span-
ning 30°S–30°N, changes in δDqwith ENSO are strongly spatially correlated with changes in [DIV]. A sensitivity
test further shows that outside the equatorial eastern Pacific, these correlations persist on shorter time scales,
even when P remains constant. This section discusses first why δDq succeeds as a tracer of E-P when more
traditional isotopic metrics such as δDz do not, then the limitations of estimating δDq from satellite observa-
tions, and last the implications of using δDq to monitor hydroclimate variability.

4.1. Understanding Why δDq Traces E-P

A key finding of this analysis is that the water vapor isotope ratio traces E-P when normalized to a reference
water vapor concentration. The reason for this may be understood by revisiting Figure 2. Regardless of
whether an environment is dominated by E (blue line) or P (red line), to first order, the isotope ratio (δD) cov-
aries with the water vapor volume mixing ratio (q). Consequently, variations in specific humidity may cause
isotopic variations that easily dwarf any signal associated with shifting hydrological processes. By normalizing
the isotope ratio with respect to water vapor concentration, δDq isolates the portion of isotopic variability
most closely associated with the shift between E- and P-dominated regimes.

Figure 11 emphasizes this point by showing mean water vapor volume mixing ratio (q, Figure 11a) and water
vapor δD (Figure 11b) profiles from CAM binned by E-P. The bins are defined by E-P values of �7.5 to
�4.5 mm day�1,�3.0 to�1.5 mmday�1, 0.5 to 1.5 mmday�1, and 3.0 to 4.5 mm day�1, using the daily mean
model output from all tropical oceanic grid points for the entire September 2004 to December 2011 analysis
period. Figure 11b shows that when δD is plotted as a function of height, the four profiles are nearly indistin-
guishable, particularly at lower altitudes. However, when δD is plotted as a function of q (Figure 11c), clear dif-
ferences emerge: for a givenwater vapor concentration, the vapor is systematically depleted as E-P decreases,
or P becomes dominant. These differences are accentuated at lower humidity values due to the curvature of
the bivariate distributions. Isotopic variations around a reference water vapor concentration are thus more
effective than isotopic variations around a reference altitude in distinguishing E- and P-dominated regimes.

To understand the physical reasons why δDq traces [DIV], it is convenient to think of E-P as representing a sim-
ple balance between isotopically enriching and depleting processes (Figure 2). Accordingly, regions

Figure 10. Changes in δDq with [DIV] when P is held constant. Composite differences in CAM δDq for periods when [DIV] is in the bottom or top quartile of its dis-
tribution at each grid point and P falls within the following precipitation bins: (a) 0–1 mm day�1, (b) 1–2.5 mm day�1, (c) 2.5–5 mm day�1, and (d) 5+ mm day�1.
Stippling indicates significant differences. Equivalent composite differences in δDq for periods of low and high E-P are provided in the supporting information.
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dominated by precipitation should be much more depleted at the same water vapor volume mixing ratio
than regions dominated by evaporation. Since P-dominated regions are characterized by negative [DIV]
while E-dominated regions are characterized by positive [DIV] (Figure 1), δDq and [DIV] should, as a result,
be correlated.

However, this simplistic argument likely neglects the important fact that the moisture transport required to
sustain precipitation in regions where P > E also plays a role in shaping the isotopic composition of the free
troposphere. For example, Moore et al. [2014] argued that when convection intensifies and the layer of
convergence deepens, the moisture entrained into the convective column from the surrounding region
becomes more depleted (since the isotope ratio tends to decrease with height in the lower troposphere
and midtroposphere). They applied this argument to explain why precipitation isotope ratios decrease when
the contribution of imported moisture to local precipitation increases. Recent work by Torri et al. [2017]
substantiates their claims by showing that the isotopic composition of precipitation decreases when the
mean level of convergence increases, even if the precipitation rate remains constant.

Since well-developed convection is characterized by strong midlevel inflow [Houze, 2004], it is tempting to
assume that increasing convective activity always results in the convergence of relatively depleted water
vapor (not just higher precipitation rates), maintaining a lower δDq. The δDq. composite difference patterns
observed and simulated for cold and warm phases of ENSO are certainly consistent with this supposition
even if they do not evaluate its merits directly. Nevertheless, based on Torri et al.’s [2017] findings, it is plau-
sible that if the mean level of moisture entrained decreases while total column convergence increases, then
the isotope ratio of water vapor in the convective column could become higher. This might help explain the
significant anomalous changes in δDq found in the east Pacific for the low–high [DIV] composite difference
patterns (Figures 9 and 10). After all, the east Pacific is a region where bottom-heavy vertical velocity profiles
maintain a low mean level of moisture entrainment even when convection intensifies [Back and Bretherton,
2006; Torri et al., 2017].

Of course, other factors may confound the relationship between δDq and [DIV] on the shorter time scales
emphasized by the low–high [DIV] composite difference plots (Figures 9 and 10). For example, short-term
variations in moisture storage may violate the assumption that [DIV] balances E-P (equation (1)); however,
composite difference in δDq for periods of low and high E-P (see supporting information) are sufficiently simi-
lar to the composite differences for periods of low and high [DIV] to negate this claim. Another possibility is
that vapor recycling at low levels and postcondensational processes, such as rain reevaporation, significantly

Figure 11. Comparison of isotopic variations around a reference pressure and isotopic variations around a reference water
vapor volume mixing ratio for distinct bins of E-P. Mean simulated profiles of (a) water vapor volume mixing ratio (q) and
(b) the water vapor isotope ratio (δD) as a function of pressure. (c) Simulated δD shown as a function of q. The curves are
smoothed composites representing E-P bins of �7.5 to �4.5 mm day�1 (light pink), �3.0 to �1.5 mm day�1 (blue), 0.5 to
1.5 mm day�1 (green), and 3.0 to 4.5 mm day�1 (purple), using the daily mean CAM output from all tropical oceanic grid
points for the entire September 2004 to December 2011 analysis period. Thicker line widths identify the 800–500 hPa
layer of the atmosphere. Isotopic variations around a reference q of 4 mmol mol�1 are clearly much more distinguishable
than isotopic variations around a fixed height.
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influence the isotope ratios of water vapor and precipitation in convection without altering the humidity
greatly [e.g., Risi et al., 2008; Wright et al., 2009; Kurita, 2013]. Yet these effects tend to reinforce the isotopic
depletion expected with greater convergence as precipitation intensifies. Large-scale advection could also
play a role by shifting the isotopic trace of convection to areas “downstream” [e.g., Gedzelman, 1988;
Galewsky et al., 2007; Hurley et al., 2012; Bailey et al., 2013], though whether this would sufficiently obfuscate
the correlation between δDq and [DIV] at a particular location is unclear. Finally, variations in SST may have a
sufficiently strong enriching effect on boundary layer water vapor that δDq could increase even while convec-
tive invigoration causes [DIV] to decrease (see Figure 2 for reference). This last effect might be particularly
relevant in the east Pacific, since convergence is strongly linked to SST gradients there [Back and
Bretherton, 2009].

With dramatic changes in SST a hallmark of ENSO, an obvious question is whether sea surface variations
could also confound the relationship between δDq and [DIV] over longer seasonal averages. Most evidence
points to the contrary. First, differences in δDq for cold and warm phases of ENSO are clearly much more clo-
sely aligned with variations in convective activity (Figure 3) and [DIV] (Figures 4b and 5b) than with canonical
patterns of SST change [e.g., Trenberth and Caron, 2000] (Figure 3d). Second, normalizing δDq by the predic-
tion from a Rayleigh model [cf. Samuels-Crow et al., 2014] largely accounts for differences in boundary layer
conditions between ENSO phases (see supporting information for a more detailed discussion); yet such nor-
malization does not change the spatial patterns shown in Figures 6a and 6b qualitatively. Third, the east
Pacific, which exhibits anomalous anticorrelations between δDq and [DIV] on shorter time scales (Figures 9
and 10), shows the expected positive correlation between δDq and [DIV] across ENSO phases. These results
suggest that water vapor isotope ratios robustly trace shifting regional moisture imbalances even when
substantive changes in SST occur. Nevertheless, TES does fail to detect significant changes in δDq between
ENSO phases in the central Pacific (box 3, Figures 6a and 7a)—a region of strong SST (Figure 3d) changes
during El Niño. The importance of SST in modifying the δDq-[DIV] relationship is therefore deserving of
further exploration.

4.2. Limitations of Estimating δDq From Remote Sensing

In addition to being a natural tracer of the hydrological cycle, one advantage of using δDq to track E-P is that it
can be derived from remote sensing observations, which provide information on a near-global scale during
both rainy and dry conditions. However, TES’s spatiotemporal coverage is limited by the need to eliminate all
retrievals but those with the lowest fractional cloud coverage. Thus, while the δDq composite differences esti-
mated from TES are broadly consistent with the model simulations from CAM, the observed changes in δDq

are much less spatially coherent and are seldom statistically significant at individual locations.

Averaging over large spatial domains (e.g., Figure 7) is one way to circumvent the problem of small n in the
absence of longer time series data. However, even such averaging techniques cannot improve the signifi-
cance of the observations in all regions. For instance, over the central Pacific—the principal region of El
Niño convective activity—TES does not detect a significant change in δDq between cold and warm phases
of ENSO, even when the isotopic data are averaged over a 15° × 25° area (box 3, Figure 7a). These findings
suggest that while remotely sensed isotope ratios are powerful tools for detecting broad patterns of regional
hydrological change, they may not be as effective at monitoring changes within individual regions.
Fortunately, growing networks of in situ water vapor measurements are opening the door for monitoring
local hydrological changes with much greater accuracy [Galewsky et al., 2016]. The challenge for these mea-
surements will be in designing sampling systems that canmaximize exposure to free tropospheric air in order
to achieve sufficiently large observational footprints.

4.3. Implications for Monitoring Hydroclimate Variability

Much of the motivation for developing a metric like δDq stems from the expectation that greenhouse-gas for-
cing will cause significant changes to the global water cycle [Held and Soden, 2006]. Growing disparities in E-P
regionally are expected to widen the distance between moisture sources and sinks, essentially altering the
hydrological links that connect one region to another [Singh et al., 2016]. Although satellite observations of
tropical precipitation provide indirect evidence of recent water cycle intensification [John et al., 2009; Allan
et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011], there remains disagreement over how much the water cycle will
respond to warming, hence the value in developing a new, independent and observationally based metric
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that it is sensitive not just to P but to the balance of E and P and that can trace shifting regional moisture
imbalances robustly.

In addition to providing a tool for monitoring future changes in the hydrological cycle, this study also has
important implications for how we interpret the hydroclimate of the past. Lee et al. [2007] and Moore et al.
[2014], for instance, argued that the same column average hydrologic balance that controls the isotopic com-
position of water vapor also controls the isotopic composition of precipitation. Figure 12 provides additional
evidence for this claim by showing composite differences in the isotopic composition of CAM total column
condensate and precipitation for distinct phases of ENSO. Because the isotope ratios of condensate and pre-
cipitation are weighted by the liquid water volume mixing ratio, they are essentially normalized in much the
same way as δDq is normalized to a reference water vapor concentration. Figures 12a and 12b mirror the δDq

composite differences between La Niña and El Niño periods shown earlier (Figure 6b), indicating that cloud
and precipitation isotopic changes are also spatially correlated with the variations in regional moisture imbal-
ances that result from large-scale convective reorganization. With precipitation isotopic measurements from
the Global Network of Isotopes in Precipitation (GNIP) dating back to the 1950s, Figure 12 suggests that it
should be possible to investigate changes in E-P over a much longer time span than the satellite record, albeit
at a significantly reduced number of locations. Moreover, since precipitation isotope ratios shape many iso-
topic proxy records used to infer past climate, tropical paleoproxies should provide a record of E-P over a sub-
stantially longer period.

This idea—that the balance of E-P is what controls tropical precipitation isotope ratios—differs from tradi-
tional views that precipitation isotope ratios are indicators of local precipitation intensity or amount [e.g.,
Dansgaard, 1964; Cruz et al., 2005; Tierney et al., 2008; Niedermeyer et al., 2010; Sano et al., 2012]. Although
appearing widely in the literature, the latter has proven problematic since the exact relationship between
local precipitation isotope ratios and precipitation amount varies substantially across tropical locations
[Kurita, 2013; Lekshmy et al., 2014]. It is also statistically insignificant at many sites on time scales shorter than
1 month [Kurita et al., 2009; Conroy et al., 2016]—a puzzling finding given that both precipitation rate and iso-
tope ratios vary dramatically over the lifetime of individual storms [Coplen et al., 2008; Good et al., 2014]. By
demonstrating that changes in regional moisture imbalances (e.g., E-P) can explain water isotopic variations,
even in the absence of significant changes in precipitation, this study provides a more unifying theoretical
framework for interpreting the relationship between water isotope ratios and precipitation. Furthermore, it
supports a growing body of work that suggests that isotopic information in modern and paleoprecipitation
records can be used to interpret changes in the organization of large-scale convection [Cobb et al., 2007;
Kurita et al., 2009; Kurita, 2013; Moerman et al., 2013; Lekshmy et al., 2014; Samuels-Crow et al., 2014;
Sutanto et al., 2015; Aggarwal et al., 2016].

5. Summary

As climate warms, regional differences in evaporation and precipitation are likely to become more disparate,
causing the drier E-dominated regions of the tropics to become drier and the wetter P-dominated regions to
become wetter [Held and Soden, 2006]. Satellite observations of recent changes in tropical precipitation sup-
port these predictions [John et al., 2009; Allan et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011], as do in situ mea-
surements of changes in ocean salinity [Helm et al., 2010; Durack et al., 2012]. However, little consensus exists
as to just how much the hydrological cycle has intensified already or how much it will intensify in the future.

Figure 12. Composite differences in the δD of (a) total column condensate and (b) precipitation, estimated from CAM, for coldminus warm phases of ENSO. Stippling
indicates significant differences. The five boxed regions are the same as those shown in Figure 3 and discussed in the text.
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This study presents a new metric for identifying regional imbalances in E and P using the isotope ratio of
water vapor normalized to a reference water vapor concentration of 4 mmol mol�1 (i.e., δDq). The newmetric
is derived both from remote sensing observations and from an isotopically enabled general
circulation model.

To evaluate the performance of δDq, composite differences between cold and warm phases of ENSO are com-
pared with composite differences in [DIV], under the assumption that [DIV] balances E-P when changes in
moisture storage are negligible. The comparisons show that δDq tracks shifting regional moisture imbalances,
even if the amount of precipitation changes little or not at all. The analysis further examines composite dif-
ferences in δDq for low and high periods of [DIV], irrespective of the strength or phase of ENSO and while
holding precipitation constant. Even though binning by precipitation accentuates higher frequency variabil-
ity in moisture fluxes and moisture flux divergence, simulated δDq and [DIV] continue to show significant
positive correlations in most regions. These results confirm that δDq is indeed a tracer of E-P and not just P
alone. The eastern equatorial Pacific is an exception to this pattern. There additional factors such as the mean
level of moisture convergence or SST gradients may confound the δDq-[DIV] correlation on shorter time
scales. Since the isotopic signature of E-P in water vapor transfers to the isotope ratios of condensate and pre-
cipitation, the results of this work suggest that water isotope ratios should serve as powerful tracers of past
and future climate variability.
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